We aim to develop an algorithm for robots to manipulate novel objects as tools for completing different task goals. An efficient and informative representation would facilitate the effectiveness and generalization of such algorithms. For this purpose, we present KETO, a framework of learning keypoint representations of tool-based manipulation. For each task, a set of task-specific keypoints is jointly predicted from 3D point clouds of the tool object by a deep neural network. These keypoints offer a concise and informative description of the object to determine grasps and subsequent manipulation actions. The model is learned from self-supervised robot interactions in the task environment without the need for explicit human annotations. We evaluate our framework in three manipulation tasks with tool use. Our model consistently outperforms stateof-the-art methods in terms of task success rates. Qualitative results of keypoint prediction and tool generation are shown to visualize the learned representations.
I. INTRODUCTION
The abilities to reason about tools, to use tools for tasks, and to create new tools have been a hallmark of natural intelligence [55] . Building robot intelligence capable of understanding and manipulating tools has been fascinating roboticists for decades [31] . To manipulate an object as a tool to fulfill a goal, a robot has to acquire a rich visual understanding of the object from raw sensory data and ground this understanding in complex physical interactions with the environment. In the face of object variability and sensing uncertainty in practical scenarios, a series of prior work has developed data-driven methods with the aim to learn robust tool representations for manipulation. Amid the various learning paradigms, end-to-end training of deep neural networks has become a popular choice to learning such representations [16] , [22] , [26] , [28] . These methods enable latent representations of tool objects to emerge as neural network layers from end-to-end learning on large-scale datasets, circumventing the need of manually designed staged pipelines and object features. However, latent representations produced by these black-box methods often lack the compactness, interpretability, and compositionality, hindering their merits for generalizable robot control. An ideal method should enjoy the representation power of neural networks while being efficient and effective for downstream manipulation tasks.
In this paper, we propose to represent the tool object as a set of keypoints to facilitate the generation of robot motion in manipulation tasks. The idea of using point-based representations has been widely explored in domains such as visual recognition [36] , tracking [43] , and reinforcement learning [23] . Such representations summarize properties from high-dimensional visual data and provide structured The tool object is represented by a set of task-specific keypoints predicted from visual observation. The keypoints of the tool and the environment together form a compact summary of the manipulation task, based on which robot motions can be effectively predicted.
understanding of objects. Recent works have also demonstrated the potential of using object keypoints for action optimization in manipulation tasks [34] . To achieve better generalization in contact-rich tool manipulation tasks [16] , we would like to find keypoint representations that capture the abstract understanding of tools and suggest the optimal manipulation actions for achieving the task goal. Pioneer work [28] , [34] on using object keypoints for robot manipulation has mostly focused on training from supervised learning on datasets with manual annotations. However, the high cost of 3D keypoint annotations severely constrains their extensibility to a broader scope. This challenge is exacerbated with the ambiguity and difficulty in defining and labeling physically grounded keypoints that best inform the manipulation tasks. Furthermore, these works predict each keypoint individually rather than in a joint optimization, which affects the quality of the predictions. Moreover, keypoints in the previous work [34] are defined at a category level, limiting the generalization capability to unseen object classes.
To this end, we propose KETO, a framework of learning Keypoint Representations for Tool Manipulation. As shown in Fig. 1 , we consider a task setup where a novel object is provided for the robot as a tool for solving a tool manipulation task (e.g. hammering) in the environment. In our framework, a set of keypoints is defined for each task to represent semantic information of the interactions among the robot, the tool and the environment. The tool keypoints (grasp point, function point and effect point) are predicted by a task-specific keypoint generator. A set of environment points are provided beforehand to denote the task goal. Given the object keypoints and environment keypoints, the grasp and manipulation actions are produced using action optimization. In contrast to previous work [34] , the keypoint prediction is learned from self-supervised robot interactions in the task environment. No explicit annotation is needed to specify ground truth keypoints with respect to human expertise.
We evaluate the proposed framework in three tool manipulation tasks: hammering, pushing and reaching. Each of the task requires a different strategy of grasping and manipulation for achieving the task goal. Our framework outperforms baselines using end-to-end neural network policy and hardcoded keypoints in terms of the achieved task success rate. We qualitatively demonstrate the learned keypoint representations by visualizing the predicted keypoints, as well as inversely generating the optimal tool objects given the keypoints. Video results can be found at sites.google.com/view/ke-to
II. RELATED WORK

A. Keypoint Representations
Keypoint-based methods have been extensively studied in facial recognition [6] , [36] , [35] , human pose estimation [5] , [9] , [40] , [51] , [8] , [53] and tracking [39] , [20] , [43] , [21] , [10] in computer vision and pattern recognition applications. Most keypoint representations are either defined as low-level features in detection and matching [32] , [47] , [2] or used to describe object parts on a category level [24] , [56] .
In robotic manipulation tasks with visual inputs, keypoints can provide compact information of the environment and the objects [11] , [17] , [54] , [49] , [33] , [37] , [34] . The work most related to ours is kPAM [34] which uses category-level keypoints for manipulation tasks. We define keypoints to capture semantic information of objects and adopt a similar trajectory optimization formulation as in [34] . In contrast to [34] , our keypoints are task-specific and we do not assume that the object categories are known during test time. In addition, our keypoint representations are learned from self-supervised robot interactions instead of human annotations.
B. Understanding and Manipulation of Tools
Tool use has been an essential problem for understanding intelligence in cognitive science studies [4] , [3] , [42] , [19] . To enable robots to understand and manipulate tools, several pioneer works focus on predicting affordance and functional regions on tool objects [30] , [48] , [41] , [58] , [27] , [14] . Manipulation of tool objects can be performed through learning and planning as shown in [16] , [52] , [18] , [57] , [22] . Our work is directly related to [16] which learns to understand the synergy between grasping and manipulation for tool use from self-supervision. While most of these methods learn latent representations using end-to-end deep neural networks, our approach uses keypoint representations to provide structured and condense understanding of tool objects. Compared with [16] , our method does not rely on parameterized motion primitives and generalizes better to unseen objects during test time.
C. Self-supervised Robot Learning
Self-supervision [46] , [44] , [29] , [1] , [17] is used in robot learning to reduce the cost of explicit human annotations. Given the rewards received from the environment, the parameters of a policy or control system can be automatically learned through trials and errors. When collecting robot data is expensive and time-consuming in the real world, such self-supervised learning can be conducted in simulated environments [7] , [50] , [15] , [16] . Our framework follows the same practice and trains the model with self-supervised interactions in the simulated environment for each task.
III. PROBLEM STATEMENT
We consider the problem of a robot using tools to perform manipulation tasks extended from [16] . The robot grasps a tool initially rested on the table and manipulates it to interact with the target objects in the environment. The observation of a tool is the 3D point cloud consisting of M points from the robot's RGB-D camera, denoted as o ∈ R M ×3 . The environment and the task goal are denoted by the context c. The action consists of a grasp g and the subsequent motion a of the tool. Let S(o, c, g, a) as a binary variable of task success which evaluates the outcome of taking an action a given the observed o and c. Our objective is to predict the optimal grasp g * and action a * that maximizes the likelihood of task success: g * , a * = arg max g,a
The tasks in this paper are defined by goals and constraints in terms of the spatial relationships between the tool object and the environment objects. The tool object is unseen during test time while the environment objects remain the same for each task. At the beginning of each episode, a tool object is randomly placed on the table. Under this task setup, we can use a list of spatial positions K c as the environment points to summarize the environment context c.
Assumptions. We use a single-arm Sawyer robot equipped with a parallel-jaw gripper for grasping and manipulation. The depth camera is positioned top-down to acquire the point cloud observations. The observed point cloud is pre-processed by an external instance segmentation module to distinguish the tool object and the task environment context. Then M points of the tool are sampled as o. Following the conventions in prior work [16] , we assume that the grasps are top-down and the tool moves on a 2D plane in parallel with the tabletop.
IV. METHOD
In this section, we describe KETO, a framework of learning Keypoint Representations for Tool Manipulation. As shown in Fig. 2 , our model uses a learned set of tool keypoints in each task to represent the tool object. Then the action is produced by an action optimizer given tool keypoints and environment keypoints. In the following, we will describe our keypoint representations (Sec. IV-A), the action optimizer (Sec. IV-B) and the keypoint generator (Sec. IV-C). An action optimizer is then used to produce grasp and manipulation trajectories for the robot to achieve the task goal.
Learning of the keypoint generator is conducted through trial and error in the task environment in a self-supervised manner.
A. Keypoint Representations for Tool Manipulation
Our keypoints aim to provide a compact representation of the task and guide robot motion generation for the task execution. Thus they are designed to highlight the spatial locations that well define the interactions among the robot, the tool and the environment. In our framework the keypoints in each task consists of a set of environment keypoints K c and a set of tool keypoints K o . The environment keypoints are predefined for each task to summarize the task workspace and the tool keypoints are predicted by our model.
We assume that the tool object interacts with one or more objects as the target in a manipulation task. The environment keypoints K c characterize the target and identify the force that it expects to receive. Specifically, we represent K c = [x t , x r ], where x t is the target point and x r is the receiver point. x t denotes where the target should be in contact with the tool, or which part of the target expects a force. The vector pointing from x t to x r indicates the direction of that force.
The tool keypoints K o concisely summarize the tool object and guide subsequent actions. We consider tabletop tasks where the robot grasps and manipulates the tool in a continuous trajectory to achieve the task goal which is defined by the resulting motion of the target. For this purpose, three tool keypoints are considered, including a grasp point x g , a function point x f and an effect point x e , as illustrated in Fig. 1. x g denotes the grasping position on the object. x f indicates the functional part of the tool object to make contact with the target. x e is used to denote a vector pointing from x f to x e as the direction of force to be exerted by the tool.
x g and x f are supposed to be predicted on the object while x e can be chosen outside the tool.
B. Grasp Selection and Motion Generation
The optimal grasp and manipulation actions are produced from the intermediate keypoint representations rather than raw visual observation. The grasp g = (x g , θ g ) is a tuple of position x g and orientation θ g of the gripper in the world frame. The manipulation motion is parameterized by the final pose of the object and the effect keypoint. Our model outputs the final pose as a tuple a = (x T , θ T ), where x T and θ T are the position and orientation of the object at the final time step T . Given the predicted grasp keypoint, the optimal grasp is selected from a set of robust grasp candidates as the one spatially closest to the grasp keypoint. The grasp candidates are provided by a pre-trained neural network [38] from the point cloud of the object. The manipulation motion is produced from an explicit optimization algorithm parameterized by the keypoints.
We design an optimization algorithm for solving the manipulation action inspired by [34] . Here the goal is to find the final state of the tool object, which allows it to exert a force with a given direction to the correct part of the target. For this purpose, we formulate a Quadratic Programming problem using the keypoints. For coherence, we define x T as the final coordinate of grasp point x g , and θ T as the angle between the x axis and vector x f − x g . We choose to solve x g and x f rather than directly solving θ T . Let z = [x g , y g , x f , y f ] T represent the tool pose that enables the agent to exert a force with directionê = x r − x t to target point x t . In order to solve z, two conditions need to be satisfied. First, the x f is close to x t , which equals to minimizing ||x f − x t || 2 . Second, the direction of force exerted by the tool should align with the force required by the target. Since e = x e − x f denotes the force exerted by the tool andê represents the force expected by the target, we ensure that e aligns with the direction ofê. This constraint is enforced by maximizing the dot product e Tê , which is equivalent to The evaluation network predicts a score for each candidate and chooses the one corresponding to the highest score.
It can be expressed in a quadratic form with coefficients Q and b as is in
The inequality constraints specified by H and define a valid range of solution. This way we have formulated the action optimization as Quadratic Programming in Eqn. 3 that can be solved using CVXPY [13] in a few milliseconds. The solution z indicates the precise final pose of the tool object. At this pose, the functional part of the tool indicated by x f can exert a force with desired directionê to the target.
C. Keypoint Generator
Tool keypoints are predicted based on the point cloud of the object. As is shown in Fig. 3 The keypoint generator takes the point cloud of the object as the input and outputs a tuple
It is composed of a keypoint proposal network and a keypoint evaluation network. The keypoint proposal network produces B = 256 candidates using a neural network generative model [38] given the point cloud of the object and a set of random seeds. The keypoint evaluation network predicts a score for each candidate and chooses the one with the highest score as the output keypoint. Both the proposal and evaluation network use PointNet [45] as the backbone feature extractor.
Learning of the keypoint generator is conducted in a selfsupervised manner without explicit human annotations. As shown in Fig. 2 , our framework gains experience through trial and error to train the model parameters. Each trial uses a predicted set of keypoints to generate the action as described in Sec. IV-B. We start with generating keypoints using a heuristic policy and then switch to use the neural network model after training. After each trial, we save the point cloud, the keypoints and the task success label (if the robot robustly grasps the object and achieves the predefined task goal) as training data. The keypoint generator is encouraged to produce keypoints by following the distribution of the succeeded ones. The keypoint proposal network is trained through variational inference [26] with a reconstruction loss which measures the 1 distance between the succeeded keypoints and the network prediction. The keypoint evaluation network is trained with the sigmoid cross entropy loss to predict the success or failure of the subsequent manipulation given each candidate K o .
V. EXPERIMENTS
The primary objective of our experiment is to examine the effectiveness of the proposed KETO in understanding and manipulating tools. In particular, we aim to answer four questions in the experiment: 1) How does our approach perform in manipulation tasks? 2) How can the keypoint representations improve generalization towards unseen objects? 3) Can the predicted keypoints offer an intuitive and interpretable understanding of the tool? 4) Can we use the keypoints to create novel tools?
A. Experiment Setup a) Manipulation tasks: Our training and quantitative evaluation is performed in the PyBullet [12] simulation. A depth camera is mounted above the workspace to obtain a top-down view of the whole scene. We use the 3D point cloud from the camera as visual observation. We consider three tasks, including hammering, pushing, and reaching, shown in Fig. 4 . In hammering, the nail is initially half-way inside the slot. The robot grasps the tool and hammers the nail into the slot. The task succeeds if the entire nail is through the slot. In pushing, objects are placed in a row in the manipulation region. The robot uses the tool to push the objects to a given direction at the same time. After pushing, if the movement of all objects along that direction exceeds a given threshold, the task is considered completed. In reaching, one targeted object is initially in a confined tunnel. The robot has to utilize a thin part of the tool to reach and poke the target in a given direction. If its movement along that direction exceeds a threshold, the task is successfully achieved.
b) Tool objects: The tool objects are obtained via the procedural generation approach where we construct an object by combining separate convex parts. We experiment with two object distributions consisting of hammers and non-hammers (see Fig. 5 ). We generate 600 tools (300 hammers and 300 non-hammers) for training and testing respectively.
B. Baseline Methods a) End-to-End:
The End-to-End method is adopted in TOG-Net [16] that directly predicts the manipulation actions from raw observations. The original implementation of TOG-Net utilized depth images as input. For a fair comparison, we adapt their method to taking the 3D point cloud as input with the same neural network encoder as ours. b) Template: This is a non-parametric baseline based on template matching. Given the 3D point cloud of a test object, we search for its closest training example in terms of the Chamfer distance, and then transfer the keypoints of this training example as the keypoint representation of the test object. This baseline suffers from a significant computational burden due to template matching on a large training set. c) Heuristic: This is a variant of our main method. Instead of learning keypoints from self-supervised interaction, we utilize a handcrafted algorithm to generate keypoint candidates. First, we apply the RANSAC algorithm to the point cloud and find the main part of the tool. We use this part to determine the grasp point x g . Second, we cluster the point cloud in groups and find the potential function point x f . Third, the effect point x e can be estimated from x f and the main part. As the keypoints are obtained via a handcrafted heuristic algorithm, they can lead to weaker generalization capabilities towards unseen objects.
C. Data Collection and Training
In each episode, a tool is randomly selected from the training set and placed in an arbitrary pose on the tabletop. We use our model to predict a set of keypoints K o = [x g , x f , x e ] that is fed into the action optimizer to determine the action, which is executed in simulation. If the task succeeds, K o is labeled as a positive example and vice versa. To bootstrap the self-supervised learning with an initial model, we use the handcrafted algorithm from the Heuristic baseline to increase the ratio of positive examples in the first round. We collected approximately 100K tuples of keypoints and the associated point cloud inputs for each task and trained the network for 120K iterations with batch size 128 and learning rate 10 −4 using the Adam [25] optimizer. We trained a separate neural network model for each task respectively.
D. Quantitative Results
a) Task success rate: We present the task success rate in Fig. 6 . Our proposed model consistently outperforms the compared method in various task scenarios and evaluation criteria. The hammer tools generally lead to a higher task success rate than non-hammer tools, which we hypothesize is due to the regular and simple geometry of hammers. Compared to the end-to-end learning approach, the keypointbased methods have attained a substantial advantage through the construct of this compact representation and the use of action optimization. b) Generalization ability: Next we examine if our model trained on one distribution of tools (e.g., hammers) generalizes well to another distribution (e.g., non-hammers). We present the results in Fig. 8 and compare with the Template method. It is shown that our method has a promising performance even with unseen tools.
E. Qualitative Results
a) Keypoint prediction: Our keypoint representation is inherently interpretable. We visually examine our model's predictions on tool observations in both simulation and real environments. Fig. 7 illustrates the predictions on a set of unseen tools for the three tasks. Our model can generate task-specific keypoints suited for different task scenarios with hammer-like objects and other irregular shapes. The real images are collected with a Kinect RGB-D camera. This result indicates that our model, trained only with synthetic data, transfers well to the real-world setup, opening up the potential of deploying this method on physical hardware.
We also demonstrate multi-stage tool use using the learned model. See qualitative results from our website: https://sites.google.com/view/ke-to. b) Tool generation.: The above experiments have demonstrated how to use our keypoint representations to manipulate existing tools. Moving on, we also study the inverse problem of keypoint prediction: creating new tools using the keypoints as the scaffold. Given the keypoints, we can use our model to reason about what the tool should look like and generate new tools by composing several object parts. First, we randomly choose two object parts (see the first row Fig. 6 : Task Success Rates. We evaluate three tool manipulation tasks using hammer-like tool objects and diverse non-hammer objects respectively. Our method consistently outperforms baselines using end-to-end neural network representations, heuristic keypoints and template matching in all scenarios. Detailed discussions can be found in Sec. V-D.
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Real tools Fig. 7 : Keypoint Visualization. Predicted keypoints on simulated and real objects are overlayed with the object image. For each task, consistent patterns emerge across objects. Fig. 8 : Confusion Matrices across Categories. We train and test the model on different object sets. Our method better generalizes to different categories in terms of success rates. of Fig. 9 ) and render their point cloud respectively. The point cloud of each part is treated as a rigid body and parameterized by its translation and rotation. Second, we concatenate the point cloud of each part to obtain the whole point cloud of the object. Third, we feed the desired keypoints and the point cloud to the evaluation network in Fig. 3 that outputs a confidence score. Forth, we increase the score by applying gradient ascent on the translation and rotation of the point cloud of each object part. When the translations and rotations of all the parts converge, the originally separated parts are combined as a tool as is shown in Fig. 9 .
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Hammering Pushing Reaching Fig. 9 : Tool Generation Given the keypoints and random object parts, optimal tool objects can be inversely composed by our model for each task by gradient ascent.
VI. CONCLUSION
We proposed a keypoint representation of tool manipulation, which is compact, effective, and interpretable. The keypoints are learned via self supervision generated by the robot interacting with the environment, eliminating the need of manual annotation. Our experiments have shown that using keypoints as an intermediate representation outperforms a series of competitive baselines, including end-to-end visuomotor learning. We further demonstrate the inherent interpretability of the keypoints as a compact structured summary of a tool object and illustrated its utility in creating novel tools from random object parts. For future work, we would like to integrate keypoints with other hybrid representations to encode the semantic, geometric, and physical information of objects and environments necessary for more challenging manipulation tasks. We are also interested in extending the action optimizer to multi-step trajectory planning for longhorizon manipulation tasks instead of the single-step motion generation employed in our model. We plan to explore more sophisticated generative models for tool creation, which we believe is an exciting new research frontier. Our experiments have been primarily evaluated in physical simulation. We would like to deploy our method in physical robot hardware and evaluate its effectiveness in real-world execution.
